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Summoners war magic shop guide

Guide by: elsilver. Click here to go to the original source on Reddit. After seeing so many people complain about not pulling nat 5 in x amount of time, do they think that a week or months is the minimum requirement to get one? This only makes sense from the number of calls you make... 10 months with 1 premium package per month is definitely not the
same as 10 months with 15 contributions per month for example... So here's what you need to do to increase your chances of max (for F2P players) get a Nat5. Assumptions Introduction When you're leveling 6 stars, what are you doing? You open 2x and forget about everything else and just grind and refresh.. great When you're looking for a run, what are
you doing? Just grind drags/giants for days/weeks trying to find the perfect subs, or until you give up.. Right? When you're in the rush hour arena, what are you doing? Just refresh your wings (if you're looking for the highest rank possible) and make the arena forgetting everything else. I mean, you focus on one thing at a time.. So let's focus on strictly getting
NAT5 What we won't do to nat 5 stars take care of the arena higher than the conqueror make up the wings, Ever Farm a monthly weekend of secret dungeon farm hall heroes (only get 1 to collect if we don't have) Level each monster spend any mana on runes (only 3 per day on mission) Buy pieces ifrit Buy weekly angelmon What we'll do to get Nat 5 stars If
you can make dragons, you can only make dragons, this is the best mana source in the game, otherwise the giants (of course keep good runes). Try not to replenish much here, but not replenish energy. Kill all our rivals in the arena Always use our arena wings (but never replenish) 3 daily dimensional slots For TOA Why will we do it all? For the following
reason: Buy 3 elemental scrolls + mystical scroll per week with Glory Points (And devilmon if you can afford) Buy 3 Elemental Scrolls + Mystical Scroll weekly from Guild Points (and legendary piece, if you can afford) Save as much mana (300k per day if you're doing only dragons is realistic) on Sunday night, you should have 2m mana if you follow the above
shop to make up until you buy 14~15 scrolls depending on the price. In this way, you will receive every week about 20 scrolls (plus any random drops from dragons / giants, but don't include that) You'll be able to do it with weekly crystals from arena rivals, at least a winner of 1, and mothly toa crystals (assuming 1k Crystals a month combined) Total monster
calls 20 weekly scrolls = 80 month 6 per month with TOA (reaching 80 normal 50 hard) could be more if you have L&amp;A; D and the legendary scroll with clearing 3? From monthly login rewards. Total = 90 + any that Com2Us gives from any event Hold these scrolls until you have them all and do them on a monthly rune removal so you can rune whatever
you pull on the same day, and also because you'll be more excited about opening 100+ instead of 1 at a time. As you can see, this is very achievable. By comparison, the $100 package includes 3k crystals and 1 legendary crystal, which is equal to 45 calls. So you will get the equivalent of nearly $200 a call per month. Repeat this for 3 months and i hope that
from 300 calls you will get something that will improve your gaming experience. I bet if you count now what you do (F2P) that you are not doing more than maybe 20 ~25 per month if you do not purchase premium packages.. it does this within 3 months more than the number of calls you would make in the whole year following this formula. TL;DR Forget
everything else in the game, buy weekly guild point scrolls, buy weekly glory coils, don't buy premium packs, just buy giants/dragons, refresh your shop. Earn 2 million mana per week. Get 90 to 100 scrolls per month of F2P. Repeat. 5 starguidemonsterssummoners war The most prized items in the magic shop are mystical scrolls. These are quite rare and
the quality of store items will increase with your level. Sometimes you'll also be lucky enough to see some good runes in the store that are worth the money. There are also some monsters worth buying, such as: Ramagos, wind warbear, which is a good monster Shannon, a pixie wind who is also a very good monster Coleen, a fire harp who is also a good
fire imp monster (Cogma), which is a fusion material wind harp (Seal), which is also a fusion material recently patch also added legendary pieces and light and dark pieces. Don't recommand using mana on it at first because you need a lot of pieces before about the coil. Chloe's Magic Shop is now open! Collect magic points and exchange for various gifts in
the Magic Shop! ■ Event: February 25, 18:00 PST – March 11, 7:59AM PDT Prizes available until March 12, 7:59AM PDT Collect and redeem points for various rewards during the event! [How to Get Magic Points] Check-in = 30pts Use 1 Energy = 1pt Use 1 Arena Invitation = 2pts Summon 3★ + Monster = 10pts * You can score up to 300 points each day. *
You can earn up to 300 points from summoning 3★+ Monsters during an event. * Entering the Arena of the World and summoning made using Monster Summoning Pieces will not count. * Summoning 3★+ monsters will not count against magic points earned today, but will be added to Total Accumulated Magic Points. [Item List] 30 Energy (-50pts) 30,000
Mana Stones (-50pts) * You can purchase items once a day, and the record resets daily at 7am PST/8am PDT. [Item List] 50 Crystals (-100pts): Up to 3 exchanges of 100 crystals (-200pts): Up to 2 exchanges 1 EXP Booster (12H) (-100pts ) : Up to 1 replacement 1 Mystical Scroll (-150pts) : Up to 1 exchange 50 Condone Stones (-250pts) : Up to 1
replacement 1x 4★ Max.LV (-350pts) : Do 1 wymiany 1 Reappraisal Stone (-500pts) : Do 1 wymiany EVENT 3. 3. Gift bonus to get different gifts depending on the amount of crystals that have been used! Use 200 Crystals: 1 Mystical Scroll Use 500 Crystals: 2 Mystic Scrolls Read! * For event 1, the number of energy exchangers and mana stones will reset
daily at 7am PST/8am PDT. * Points you have earned and used will be displayed in My Magic Points in real time. * Points will be redeemed immediately after exchange and the items listed will be automatically sent to your Inbox. * The prize will be available 24 hours after the event ends. * Restart the game if you play when an event starts to avoid any delays.
* Try restarting the game if you don't see your reward in your inbox. * The duration and remaining time of the event will be displayed in the time zone of the area where you are staying. Edit comments Share store that sells rare magic items. Merchants of the Trade Association are in talks on the construction of a branch in the fortress of each summoner. 2000
The Magic Shop is a building that allows players to purchase runes and some monsters in the game. The shop starts with four open slots, and additional slots can be unlocked with mana stones or crystals, and each additional slot is increased at a cost of up to 12 slots. The list of stores refreshes every hour, although players can spend 3 crystals to manually
refresh the list at any time. Slots price[edit | edit source] Slot Cost 1 Free 2 Free 3 Free 4 Free 5 1,000 6 10 7 10,000 8 25 9 30,000 10 40 11 50,000 12 55 Available for sale[edit | edit source] Unknown Scrolls Mystical Scrolls (115,000 ~ 145,000 depending on the slot) Light &amp; Dark Summoning Pieces 5/50 pieces (135,000 ~ 160,000 ) Legendary
Summoning Pieces 5/100 pieces (165,000 ~ 185,000 ) Summoning Stones x2 pieces (15,000 ~ 25,000 ) Runes, 1★ to 6★ runes (2★ Runes will no longer appear once you reach level 30) Silver star monsters, both 1★ and 2★ Elemental (Wind, Fire, Water) gold star monsters: 1★ Low Elemental 2★ Elemental 2★ Fairy (Only Wind) 2★ Garuda 2★ Harpu 2★
Hellhound 2★ Howl 2★ Pixie 2★ Salamander (Only Water and Wind) 2★ Vagabond (Only Water and Wind) 2★ Viking (Only Water and Wind) 2★ Warbear (Only Fire and Wind) 2★ Yeti 2★ imp Buildings Shops Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. The Magic Shop building is one of the main buildings! His building shop!
Where he can sell monsters, bring scrolls and runes in available slot machines. Once built, it offers 4 places to sell and can unlock up to 12 slots for sale using our mana stones or crystals! Each place of sale will reset every hour! The Magic Shop offers 12 random items to buy with Mana Stones every hour! Exists reset the list instead of waiting 1 hour with 3
crystals! 2000 Level Require 6 Here is a list of available items to buy in Shop: RunesRune SetsAll Runes Set except: Fights, Determination, Increase, Accuracy and Tolerance Energy Guard Swift Blade Rage Focus Endure Fatal Despair Vampire Violent Nemesis Will Shield Revenge Destroy Rune Rarity1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 (1 and 2 Stars will no longer be sold
after reaching level 30) Rune GradeNormal, Magic, Rare, Hero or Legendary MonstersElementFire, Water or Wind 1 StarSlime , Forester, Ghost, Horned Frog, Mimick, Mischievous Bat, Mushroom, Low Element, Sandman 2 StarsBattle Scorpion, Elemental, Skull Soldier, Surprise Box, Hellhound, Imp, Fairy (Wind), Yeti, Howl, Garuda, Vagabond, Warbear
Summons 1x Unknown Scroll 1x Mystical Scroll 5x Light &amp; Dark Summoning Piece 5x Legendary Summoning Piece 2x Exclusive Summon list of monsters in progress...) SlotsUnlock Costs 1 to 4Free under construction 51,000 610 710,000 825 930,000 1040 1150,000 1250 Total91,000 &amp; 125 Hall of WindTime Left: 02:21:05 *Global Server I
haven't seen this addressed in any of the beginner guides or stickies I've looked through on here. In addition, is it worth to expand the magic store? And at what point should I work to develop it? Page 2 11 comments
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